With over 4 million electronic locks installed worldwide, Onity electronic locking systems can be found in over 22,000 hotels in 115 countries.

Whether your property has a dozen rooms or 6,000 rooms, Onity has an electronic locking solution to fit your needs.

Like all Onity solutions, our products are backed by a commitment to provide superior global service with local support.
Onity combines the most reliable technology with over twenty years of industry experience to provide the most advanced electronic locking systems in the industry today.

HT28 Smart and Revalidator
Designed for multi-applications, this solution is the closest stand-alone lock to an on-line locking system.

HT24w
Crafted for any property size, this Windows® based solution helps your staff perform at optimum efficiency.

HT22i
Perfect for small to medium sized properties, this solution includes a direct PMS interface without requiring a PC.

Discover the benefits for both you and your guests of choosing an Onity electronic locking solution:
HT28 Smart
90% of the power and efficiency of an on-line system at 1/5th the cost.

The Onity HT28 Smart system, in conjunction with the Revalidator, improves the security, productivity and management of your property through the use of smart card technology.
Dual Technology

The HT28 Smart contains a multi-technology reader with full interoperability.

This allows you to transition your property from magnetic stripe to smart cards at any time.

Onity Revalidator

The HT28 Smart combines the read/write capabilities of smart cards with Onity’s Revalidator to achieve two-way communication between the locks and your main computer system with 99% fewer wires than traditional hard wired systems.

The Revalidator provides a multitude of benefits:

- Improve master key management
  - Master keycard cancellation without walking to a single lock
- Improve overall security
- Generate customizable reports
  - Employee activity reports
  - Lock status reports
  - Special assignment reports
- Optimize human resource management
  - Staff keycard distribution management
  - Housekeeping dispatch
- Improve employee communications

Onity’s HT28 Smart multi-application technology also presents your property with a goldmine of opportunities:

- Increased revenues per guest stay
- New marketing tool
- New source of revenue
HT24w
The Onity HT24w system is the most advanced system based on magnetic-stripe technology.

The intuitive user-friendly design makes it easy to learn and use.

- PC based system
- Windows® 95/98/NT/2000/XP compatible
- PMS & POS Interface
- TCP/IP Interface
- Allows Multi-Front-Desk configuration:
  - links as many check-in terminals as needed without requiring additional PCs
- Exclusive OmniMaster Masterkeying System:
  - up to 5,000 master cards identified by user name
- Provides staff shift time-tables
- Capability to control full range of Onity options:
  - room safes, on-line and off-line card readers, card identifiers, energy management systems
- Works with the full variety of Onity stand-alone locks
- Lock audit of the last 500 transactions
- Customer service 24 hours a day & 365 days a year
The Onity HT22i system gives you total control of your property in a PC-free and PMS compatible solution.

The compact design requires little front desk space.

- Fully featured stand-alone system, no PC required
- Specially designed for properties with up to 500 rooms
- "Insertion Encoding Technology"
- Direct interface with any PMS system
- Easy-to-read wide screen display with user-friendly menu
- Up to 8 check-in stations can be linked in a multi-front-desk configuration with up to 100 operators
- Internal modem (optional):
  - remote update of the software or the locking plan and remote reporting capabilities
- Exclusive OmniMaster Masterkeying System:
  - up to 100 different types of master cards assigned to 250 individual users
- Provides staff shift time-tables
- Works with a wide variety of Onity stand-alone locks
- Lock audit of the last 500 transactions
- Able to control full range of off-line and on-line Onity options
- Upgradeable to other Onity systems
- Customer service 24 hours a day & 365 days a year

More information about HT22i is available on www.Onity.com
All-Weather Lock
Whatever The Weather

The Onity All-Weather lock was designed to withstand extreme environmental conditions and is compatible with any of the Onity electronic locking systems.

Impervious to the humidity and salinity of coastal environments, as well as sand, dust, heat, cold, rain and snow, this specially designed lock incorporates a unique anti-rust finish and can operate in a full range of temperatures from -40°C to +75°C (-40°F to +167°F).

Onity All-Weather locks will meet the challenge of any environment, no matter how hot, cold, or wet it gets.

Auto Deadbolt
Automatic Protection

Unlike regular mortise locks, Onity’s Auto Deadbolt automatically extends a 1-inch/ 25.4mm deadbolt into the door frame when the door is closed.

This feature operates with all Onity electronic locks and can be easily added to existing locks.

UL approved for fire doors, this lock includes an internal fusible link.

Give your guests an extra layer of protection they don’t have to think about.
Onity offers the widest range of finishes, handles and latch mechanisms to fit the style of your property.

**Finishes**
Complement the elegance of your Onity lock with any of these wear-resistant finishes:

- Satin Brass
- Satin Chrome
- Antique Brass
- Polished Brass

Additional finishes available upon request.

**Handles**
Choose the perfect handle to reflect the design style of your property:

- Barcelona
- Toledo
- Granada
- Jerez

**Latch Mechanisms**
Options include extra-long high security deadbolt, security deadlatch, privacy and anti-panic functions:

- ANSI
- ANSI with Auto Deadbolt
- EURO
- Tubular or Cylindrical
- Interconnected